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First: What Does “AI” 
Really Mean Just 
Now?

• Cool, cutting-edge technology?

• “Cool” is certainly cool, but if it has no impact in immediate 
future it’s of limited utility today

• Must focus on data-driven technology that can have impact (i.e., 
improve life) over near-term horizons



All Business 
Has 
Changed

Today, two illustrative 
examples: healthcare & 
financial services



The 
Entrepreneur’s 
Perpetual 
Question

What does 
the future 
look like?



The Answer:
The Future is 
Now

Needs - the present:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less

Needs - the future:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less

For the COVID-19 world

For the post-COVID-19 world



Innovation: Two Basic 
Guideposts
• Healthcare is a human right

• But we don’t have enough of it anywhere

• Healthcare is a zero-sum game

• A dollar spent on X is a dollar that cannot be spent 
on Y

• With the above two in mind, healthcare innovation has 
to focus on maximizing impact



Crisis as Catalyst

• Solving the entrepreneur’s challenge: 
COVID-19 has brought the future to us

• If we solve the healthcare 
scalability equation in the age of 
COVID-19…

• … we may also solve “healthcare 
as a human right” for our future



Digital Health

• Impact in the human right of healthcare –
through diagnosis, prevention, treatment 
– is most scalably provided by digital 
solutions

• Ubiquitous: meet patients where they 
are

• Targeted: providing bridges to care

• Both now and in our post-COVID-19 future



Impact-driven 
Innovation
• If a = impact and b = complexity…

• … then identify the unsolved a/b
innovation equations with the biggest 
values of a, not b

• Digital healthcare solutions have 
biggest impact due to ubiquity of 
mobile devices and our deluge of data



Digital 
Health: A 
Broad 
Spectrum

“b→∞”

“b→ 0”



Impact 
Innovation

• Start-ups will never have enough $ 
to innovate on “large b” problems.  
Leave that to the giants.

• Innovate on large a, with tractable b

Step 
counter

Drug 
discovery

Virtualization 
of healthcare



Large a, 
Tractable b: 
An Example



Virtualized Healthcare: Fitbit Again



Large a, Tractable b

For the COVID-19 world

For the post-COVID-19 world



Digital Mental 
Health: 
Diagnosis at 
Scale

Delivers:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less



Digital Mental 
Health: 
Therapy at 
Scale

Delivers:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less



Digital Mental 
Health: Impact at 
Scale, Equity

Delivers:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less



Large a, 
Tractable b: 
Curve-flattening

For the COVID-19 world

For the post-COVID-19 world



Cardiovascular Disease: 
Curve-flattening

• What if you could (USA):

• Prevent 940,000 CVD events

• Gain 2.47 million quality-
adjusted life years

• And save $41.93 billion in 
healthcare costs?

• How could you do this??



Cardiovascular 
Disease: 
Curve-
flattening

Delivers:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less

Behavioral economics: the same 
technique Amazon uses to get 
you to push the “Buy” button



Large a, Tractable b

For the COVID-19 world
For the post-COVID-19 world



Virtualization 
of Care: 
Hospital at 
Home

Delivers:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less



COVID-19 as Catalyst for Innovation

Delivers:
• High volume 

healthcare
• Contact-less

Potentially can also work 
for Zika, Lassa fever, …



Large a, Tractable b



Large a, Tractable b



All Businesses Are 
Changing…



Bank CEO



The Financial Services Business Simplified

Depositors

Interest “x” Interest “x + y”

Profits “y”

Borrowers
Financial 

Institution$ $

$

It’s all about 
borrower risk



Determining 
Borrower 
Risk: How to 
Gauge 
Integrity?

• Yesterday: low-dimensionality 
data

• Credit score

• Assets

• Income

• The data may be “big” in that 
it goes back 100+ years, but 
it’s still low-dimensionality

• Limited scalability

• Only people with the 
defined dimensions get 
the loans

• (Social implications?)

• Tomorrow:

• Highly-dimensional 
data

• “All data is credit 
data”

• Real-time

• Highly scalable

• Dimensions that “all” 
of us possess

• Non-contact



The “Eponymity” Effect



Some Multi-dimensional Loan-worthiness 
Signals

• Email address (eponymous?)

• Cell battery: strength, charging patterns

• Loan time-stamp

• Phone: contacts’ responsiveness

• Errors in filling Web forms: spelling, 
(letter) case

• Typing speed

• (All are scalable across population)



Just How Many Dimensions 
Are We Talking About?

• LOTS!

• Prosper (US): 500 dimensions

• Yongqianbao (China): 1200

• Jumo Data (South Africa): 10k(!)

• Note: the only dimensions these 
companies will reveal are the ones that 
are already well-known (eponymity, cell 
battery charge, etc.).  Everything else a 
trade secret.



How Might Legacy Banks 
Evaluate a Small Business Loan 
for a Coffee Shop?

• Audited financials for each of past 3 years

• Sales projections for next year

• Credit rating

• Multi-dimensional, but a very low value 
of n!



How Might a Next-gen Financial Institution 
Evaluate a Coffee Shop’s Loan?

• Do customers become repeat customers?

• How frequently do they come back?

• How big is an average transaction?  Does 
that grow for repeat customers?

• How much do customers tip?

• Is business volume steady over the day 
and over the year?  Time stamps??

• Granular multi-dimensionality that allows 
the data owner to understand the quality 
of the business!



Who Does That Kind of “Multi-dimensional Data” 
Thing?



Another Example: Data-
driven Auto Insurance

• Traditional low-dimensionality insurance 
data:

• Car make & model

• Owner’s driving record

• “One-size-fits-all” price

You park somewhere and 
someone breaks into your car



Data-driven Auto 
Insurance

• Multi-dimensional insurance data:

• Car make & model

• Owner’s driving record

• Where you parked

• Day or night

• Weekend or weekday

• For how long

• Hatchback, and had just come from 
grocery store (shopping bag…)

• Etc.

• “On-the-fly” real-time price

Harnessing the multi-dimensional 
data that is so ubiquitous today!



Data-driven Auto 
Insurance

• Hyper-dimensional insurance data

• “I want ‘parameterized’ insurance 
against car damage when…”

• “An elephant stands on the car…

• During a rainstorm…

• 23 hours after a 5.1 magnitude 
earthquake…

• On a weekday…

• But only if I’m not near public 
transportation that can take me 
home.”

• “On-the-fly” customized product



COVID-19 Crisis Reminds Us: All Businesses Are 
Now Data Businesses



Some Technology 
Disruptors
• Increased virtualization (see COVID-19 effects)

• Impact of 5G: multiplayer gaming or telehealth??

• Data becomes even more hyper-dimensional

• Importance of behavioral economics

• Importance of data ethics



Is This a Good Time 
to Be an 
Entrepreneur?  Yes!



Innovation in 
Times of Crisis
• “innovation and opportunity recognition are 

more relevant as success factors during periods 
of recession than during periods of prosperity”

• “entrepreneur’s perception of opportunities 
may be misleading in strong economies”

• Multi-disciplinarity is key

• In times of crisis, good teams survive and win



Mange tak!


